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Abstract

In an authorship verification problem one is given writ-
ing examples from an authorA, and one is asked to de-
termine whether or not each text in fact was written byA.
In a more general form of the authorship verification prob-
lem one is given a single documentd only, and the question
is whether or notd contains sections from other authors.
The heart of authorship verification is the quantization of
an author’s writing style along with an outlier analysis to
identify anomalies. Human readers are well-versed in de-
tecting such spurious sections since they combine a highly-
developed sense for wording with context-dependent meta
knowledge in their analysis.

The intention of this paper is to compile an overview
of the algorithmic building blocks for authorship verifica-
tion. In particular, we introduce authorship verification
problems as decision problems, discuss possibilities for the
use of meta knowledge, and apply meta analysis to post-
process unreliable style analysis results. Our meta analysis
combines a confidence-based majority decision with the un-
masking approach of Koppel and Schler. With this strategy
we can improve the analysis quality in our experiments by
33% in terms of theF -measure.
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1. Introduction

Authorship verification is a one-class classification prob-
lem. In a one-class classification problem one is given a
target class for which a certain number of examples exist.
Objects outside the target class are called outliers, and the
one-class classification task is to tell apart outliers fromtar-
get class members. Actually, the set of “outliers” can be
much bigger than the target class, and an arbitrary number
of outlier examples could be collected. Hence a one-class
classification problem may look like a two-class discrimi-
nation problem; however, there is an important difference:

members of the target class can be considered as representa-
tives for their class, whereas one will not be able to compile
a set of outliers that is representative for some kind of “non-
target class”. This fact is rooted in the enormous number
and diversity of the non-target objects. Put another way,
solving a one-class classification problem means to learn a
concept (the concept of the target class) in the absence of
discriminating features.1

Within authorship verification the target class is com-
prised of writing examples of a certain authorA, whereas
each piece of text written by another authorB, B 6= A, is
an outlier. In their excellent paper [10] Koppel and Schler
give an illustrative discussion of authorship verificationas
a one-class classification problem. At the same place they
introduce a new approach, called unmasking, to determine
with a high probability whether a set of writing examples
is a subset of the target class. Observe the term “set” in
this connection: the unmasking approach does not solve the
one-class classification problem for a single object but re-
quires a batch of objects all of which must stem either from
the target class or not (see details in Section 3).

1.1 Authorship Verification Problems

The complexity of an authorship verification problem
can vary significantly, depending on the given constraints
and assumptions. To organize existing research and the de-
veloped approaches we introduce, for the first time, three
authorship verification problems—formulated as decision
problems.

Problem. AV FIND

Given. A text d, allegedly written by authorA.
Q. Doesd contain sections written by an authorB, B 6= A?

Problem. AVOUTLIER

Given. A set of textsD = {d1, . . . , dn}, allegedly written by
authorA.
Q. DoesD contain texts written by an authorB, B 6= A?

1In rare cases, knowledge about outliers can be used to construct “rep-
resentative counter examples” with respect to the target class. Then a stan-
dard discrimination approach can be applied.



Problem. AV BATCH

Given. Two sets of texts,D1 = {d11
, . . . , d1k

} andD2 = {d21
,

. . . , d2l
}, each of which written by a single author.

Q. Are the texts inD1 andD2 written by the same author?

Note that the problems can be transformed into each
other, for example:

AV FIND −→ AVOUTLIER −→ AV BATCH (1)

Given a documentd an AVFIND problem can be trans-
formed into an AVOUTLIER problem by extracting suspi-
cious sections fromd. The AVOUTLIER problem in turn
can be transformed into an AVBATCH problem by forming
two setsD1 andD2 containing the suspicious and the non-
suspicious sections respectively.

Note that the authorship verification problem AVFIND

and intrinsic plagiarism analysis represent two sides of the
same coin: the goal of intrinsic plagiarism analysis is to
identify potentially plagiarized sections by analyzing a doc-
ument with respect to changes in writing style [14].

1.2 Existing Research

Research related to authorship verification divides into
the following areas: (i) models for the quantification of
writing style—using classical measures for text complex-
ity and grading level assessment [1, 7, 8, 6, 3, 4, 24] as well
as author-specific stylometric analyses [18, 19, 11, 10, 9],
(ii ) technology for outlier analysis and machine learning
[22, 23, 15, 12], and (iii ) meta knowledge processing. Re-
garding the last area we refer to techniques for knowledge
representation, deduction, and symbolic knowledge pro-
cessing [17, 20].

1.3 Contributions

This paper deals with the solution of AVFIND. It
overviews the involved algorithmic building blocks and dis-
cusses the possibilities for the use of meta analyses (Sec-
tion 2). In particular we propose to solve AVFIND using
transformation (1) : a documentd is decomposed into sec-
tions s1, . . . , sn, the sections are compared to the average
writing style in d and labeled as outlier or not. If at least
onesi is labeled as an outlier, the answer to the AVOUTLIER

problem could be “Yes” and consequently the answer to the
AV FIND problem would be “Yes” as well. This corresponds
to a minimum risk strategy. However, to gain further evi-
dence for this hypothesis, a meta analysis is applied (Sec-
tion 3): based on the solution of the AVOUTLIER problem
an instance of AVBATCH is stated. Depending on the signif-
icance of its solution the hypothesis is accepted or rejected.
In this connection the paper combines a confidence-based
majority decision with an adapted version of the unmasking
technology of Koppel and Schler [10].

2. Building Blocks for Authorship Verification

Transformation (1) shows connections of decreasing
complexity: AVFIND is comprised of both a selection prob-
lem (finding suspicious sections) and an AVOUTLIER prob-
lem; likewise, the AVBATCH problem is a restricted vari-
ant of the AVOUTLIER problem since one has the addi-
tional knowledge that all elements of a batch are (or are
not) outliers at the same time. I.e., AVFIND defines an all-
encompassing authorship verification process. We organize
this process into three stages:

1. A pre-analysis stage, where a knowledge-based “im-
purity” assessment may give us hints to find suspicious
sections in a documentd, and where a tailored decom-
position strategy is chosen. These decisions in turn
influence the construction of a model for style quan-
tification.

2. A classification stage, where style outliers are identi-
fied with respect to the average writing style ind.

3. A post-processing stage, where the result of the clas-
sification stage is further analyzed with additional
knowledge or technology. Main objective of this stage
is the improvement of the analysis’ overall precision
and recall.

Table 1 organizes building blocks to operationalize these
stages. Each column lists methods that can be applied, com-
bined, or adapted in order to address a certain subtask in
the entire authorship verification process. If these meta
analyses happen in a skillful manner we may end up with
an analysis process comparable to the power of a human
reader; her/his salient strength is the integration of context-
dependent meta knowledge in the analysis. The following
subsections provide a comprehensive overview of places
where meta knowledge can be operationalized.

2.1. Pre-Analysis Stage

Impurity Assessment.How likely is the fact that a doc-
umentd contains a section from another author? We ex-
pect that the lengths, the places, and the entire fraction
θ of such sections depend on particular document charac-
teristics. Hence it makes sense to analyze the document
type (paper, dissertation), its genre (novel, factual report,
research, dictionary entry), but also the issuing institution
(university, company, public service). Algorithmic means
to reveal such information interpret document lengths, gen-
res, and occurring named entities.

Decomposition Strategy.The simplest strategy is the de-
composition ofd into sections of equal length; in [14] the
authors integrate an additional sentence detection. How-
ever, a more sensible interpretation of structural boundaries
(chapters, paragraphs) is possible, which should consider



Pre-analysis Classification Post-processing
Impurity

assessment
Decomposition

strategy
Style model
construction

Style outlier
identification

Improvement
at section level

Improvement
at document level

Document length
analysis

Genre Analysis

Analysis of
issuing institution

Uniform length

Structural
boundaries

Text element
boundaries

Topical
boundaries

Writer-specific:
vocabulary richness

Writer-specific:
complexity measures

Reader-specific:
grading level
assessment

n-gram features

Language modeling

Two-class
discriminant analysis

One-class classifier:
density estimation

One-class classifier:
boundary estimation

One-class classifier:
reconstruction

Citation analysis Confidence-based
majority decision

Unmasking

Batch means

Human inspection

Table 1. Building blocks of an authorship verification proce ss. The first three columns contain pre-analysis methods, th e
fourth column comprises the classifier methods, which form t he heart of each verification process, and the last two column s
contain post-processing methods to improve the analysis qu ality.

special text elements like tables, formulas, footnotes, or
quotations as well [16]. Though quite difficult, the detec-
tion of topical boundaries has a significant impact on the
usefulness of a decomposition [2]. In [5] the authors even
try to identify stylistic boundaries.

Style Model Construction.The decisions within the pre-
ceding steps must be considered within the style model
construction: different stylometric features have different
strengths but also pose different constraints on text length,
text genre, or topic variation. In [14] connections of this
type have been analyzed for the Flesch Kincaid Grade Level
[4, 8], the Dale-Chall formula [3, 1], Yule’sK [24], Hon-
ore’s R [7], the Gunning Fog index [6], and the averaged
word frequency class [13].

Applying a decomposition strategy tod yields a se-
quence of sections,s1, . . . , sn, and the application of a style
model yields a sequence of feature vectorss1, . . . , sn. In
the following classification stage the feature vectors are an-
alyzed with respect to outliers.

2.2. Classification Stage

Recall that the identification of outliers among thesi has
to be solved solely on the basis of positive examples and
therefore poses a one-class classification problem. Though
one can reformulate the problem as a two-class discrimina-
tion problem by compiling a second class with some out-
liers, this is a bad advice. Usually, a tailored one-class
classification approach should be applied; according to [22]
such approaches fall into one of the following three classes:

(a) Density methods, which directly estimate the prob-
ability distributions of features for the target class.
Outliers are assumed to be uniformly distributed, and
Bayes’ rule can be applied to separate outliers from the
target class.

(b) Boundary methods, which avoid the estimation of the
multi-dimensional density function but focus on the
definition of a boundary around the set of target ob-
jects. The computation of the boundary is based on the
distances between the objects in the target set.

(c) Reconstruction Methods. If we are given both an ob-
ject’s feature vector (the style model representations)
as well as the original object (the sections), we may be
able to reconstructs from s asα(s), as well as to mea-
sure the reconstruction errorα(s) ⊖ s. It is assumed
thatα captures the domain theory underlying the tar-
get class, and the smaller the reconstruction error is the
more likelys belongs to the target class.

Tax [22] investigates different representatives for these
approaches: mixture of Gaussians, Parzen density,k-center,
nearest neighbor, support vector data description,k-means,
and self organizing maps. In particular, Tax provides meta
knowledge to select among these classifiers by interpreting
the presence of outliers, the scaling sensitivity, the number
of free parameters, or the sample size.

2.3. Post-Processing Stage

We distinguish between methods that can be applied to a
single section and methods that need the information of the
entire document. Our overall objective is a confidence im-
provement of the analysis results obtained in the preceding
stages.

Improvement at Section Level.A section may be correctly
classified as a style outlier because it represents a citation.
Such outliers must be excluded from an authorship verifica-
tion. Due to their unique form of appearance, citations can
be identified with a small number of heuristic rules.

Improvement at Document Level.Eventually, the result of
the classification stage can only be improved by ameta
learning approach. The idea is to use the solution of the
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Figure 1. Unmasking: given are two sets D1 and D2 of outlier sections and target sections. Basic idea is to mea sure the
separability of D1 versus D2 when the style model is successively impaired.

AVOUTLIER problem to form two setsD1 (all sections la-
beled as outliers) andD2 (all other sections), obtaining
this way an instance of the AVBATCH problem; this idea
was proposed for the first time by Stein and Meyer zu Eis-
sen [21]. Possible meta learning approaches:

(a) Confidence-based majority decision. Based on a hy-
pothesis for the impurity fractionθ of foreign text in a
documentd, one can assess an acceptance thresholdτ

for the number of outlier sections. The answer to the
AVOUTLIER problem is “Yes” iff |D1| ≥ τ .

(b) Koppel and Schler [10] developed the unmasking ap-
proach, which can be applied to solve AVBATCH. At
heart, unmasking is a representative of what Tax terms
“reconstruction method”; it measures the increase of a
sequence of reconstruction errors, starting with a good
reconstruction which then is more and more impaired.
For two sets of texts from the same author the recon-
struction error develops differently compared to the
case where the two sets of texts are written by different
authors.

(c) Batch means is a method that is applied within the
analysis of simulation data in order to detect the end of
a transient phase. For a sequence of values the variance
development of the sample mean is measured while the
sample size is successively increased. By processing
the elements inD1 andD2 in a sorted manner, this
idea can be adapted to solve instances of an AVBATCH

problem.

The following section introduces unmasking in greater
detail and reports on an evaluation.

3. Confidence Improvement by Post-processing

Given is an instance of the AVBATCH problem that was
created as follows: a sufficiently large documentd was de-
composed into a number of sections that in turn were clas-
sified into two sets,D1, D2, assuming that all sections in
D2 belong to authorA while all sections inD1 belong to
authorB. By applying meta learning we now seek further
evidence whether to accept the hypothesisB 6= A.

3.1. Unmasking

While the principle of a confidence-based majority deci-
sion is obvious, the unmasking approach requires a closer
look to understand its rationale. At first, the setsD1 andD2

are represented under a reduced vector space model, desig-
nated asD1 andD2. As an initial feature set the 250 words
with the highest (relative) frequency inD1∪D2 are chosen.
Unmasking happens in the following steps (see Figure 1) :

1. Model Fitting. Training of a classifier that is able to
separateD1 from D2. The authors in [10] implement
a ten-fold cross-validation experiment using a linear
kernel SVM to determine the achievable accuracy.

2. Impairing.Elimination of the most discriminative fea-
tures with regard to the model obtained in Step 1;
construction of new collectionsD1, D2, which now
contain the impaired representations of the sections.
[10] reports on convincing results by eliminating the
six most discriminating features. Note, however, this
heuristic depends on the section length which in turn
depends on the length ofd.

3. Go to Step 1 until the feature set is sufficiently reduced.
Typically about 5-10 iterations are necessary.

4. Meta Learning.Analyze the degradation in the quality
of the model fitting process: if after the last impairing
step the setsD1 andD2 can still be separated with a
small error, assume thatd1 andd2 stem from different
authors. Figure 2 shows a characteristic plot where
unmasking was applied to short papers of 4-8 pages.

Rationale of unmasking: two sets of sections,D1, D2,
constructed from two different documentsd1 andd2 of the
same author can be told apart easily if a vector space model
(VSM) retrieval model is chosen. The VSM considers all
words ind1 ∪ d2, and hence it includes all kinds of open
class and closed class word sets. If only the 250 most-
frequent words are selected, a large fraction of them will be
function words and stop words.2 Among these 250 most-
frequent words a small number does the major part of the
discrimination job. These words capture topical differences,

2Function words and stop words are not disjunct sets: most function
words in fact are stop words; however, the converse does not hold.
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Figure 2. Unmasking at work: each line corresponds to
a comparison of two papers, where a solid red (dashed
green) line belongs to papers from two different authors
(the same author).

differences that result from genre, purpose, or the like. By
eliminating them, one approaches step by step the distinc-
tive and subconscious manifestation of an author’s writing
style. After several iterations the remaining features arenot
powerful enough to discriminate two documents of the same
author. By contrast, ifd1 andd2 stem from two different au-
thors, the remaining features will still quantify significant
differences between the impaired representationsD1 and
D2 of the two sets of sectionsD1 andD2.

3.2. Experiments

The experiment design is oriented at Transformation (1):
given a documentd we solve AVFIND (“Does d contain
text from a foreign author?”) by formulating an instance
of AVOUTLIER. For this purposed is decomposed into sec-
tions, which, in a first step, are classified as being either
style-conform or not. If at least one section is labeled as
a style outlier, the answer to AVFIND under a minimum
risk strategyis “Yes”. In our experiments we apply the
more sensible strategy introduced before and post-process
the AVOUTLIER results by constructing and solving an AV-
BATCH problem.

Our test corpus contains scientific documents written in
German. Basis of the corpus are dissertation theses and ha-
bilitation theses from the following fields: philosophy, psy-
chology, sociology, medical science, historical science,and
law. From the original theses all explicitly declared cita-
tions were removed, and clippings of about 10 000 words
were extracted. These clippings represent the “clean” doc-
uments written by a single author; 10% of the clean docu-
ments were used to construct impure documents by insert-
ing between 4 and 8 sections of 500 words from foreign
authors.

The experiment setup as well as the problem-specific pa-
rameters for AVFIND, AVOUTLIER, and AVBATCH are as
follows:

AV FIND

portion of impure documents in the corpus:0.10
average document lengths (words): 10 000
impurity fractionθ per impure document: 0.20. . . 0.40

AVOUTLIER

impure sections per impure document:4. . . 8
size of section (words): 500
training set size / test set size: 10-fold cross validation
classifier type: logistic regression
style model features: word class distribution,

text complexity measures,
vowel-consonant trigrams

AV BATCH (majority)
upper boundτ= for B = A: |D1| ≤ 4
lower boundτ 6= for B 6= A: |D1| ≥ 6
uncertainty domain: otherwise

AV BATCH (unmasking)
model fitting approach: support vector machine
number of iterations: 10

To solve instances of AVOUTLIER a one-class classifier
is required. For this purpose we employed the most power-
ful style features that we found in previous work [14, 21].
Our trained classifier achieves a recall of 0.80 for both the
class of outlier sections and the class of target sections.3

The recall of outlier sections (sections presumably from
a foreign authorB) tells us something about the maximum
possible identification rate of a foreign author’s text; simi-
larly, 1 minus the recallof target sections (sections presum-
ably from authorA) defines the probability of asserting a
wrong claim with respect to a style change. Consider in this
connection the class imbalance between outliers and targets:
since only each tenth document is impure, for instance with
a fraction ofθ = 0.2, the ratio between outliers and tar-
gets is 1:49, assuming 20 sections per document. I.e., under
a minimum risk strategy where one answers an AVOUT-
LIER problem with “Yes” if at least one section is labeled
as outlier (B 6= A), nearly all documents are misleadingly
claimed as impure.

By post-processing the AVOUTLIER results we gain
more confidence with respect to the AVFIND problem and
accept or reject the result obtained under the minimum risk
strategy. Post-processing happens in a combined fashion:
using the majority decision approach we answer AVFIND

with “No” ( d does not contain sections from a foreign au-
thor) if the number of classified outliers,|D1|, is below the
boundτ=. Likewise, we answer AVFIND with “Yes” (d
contains section from a foreign author) if the number of
classified outliers,|D1|, is above the boundτ6=. If |D1| is
in the uncertainty domain,τ= < |D1| < τ6=, we solve AV-
BATCH with the unmasking approach. Table 2 comprises
the achieved classification results.

3The recall of classx is defined asP (h(s)=x|x), the probability that a
classifierh labels a sections asx, given the fact thats belongs to classx.



Classification Post-processing
AV OUTLIER AV BATCH AV BATCH

Impurity (minimum risk) (majority) (unmasking)
θ prec rec F prec rec F prec rec F

0.20 0.12 1.00 0.56 0.71 0.83 0.77 0.73 0.90 0.82
0.30 0.20 1.00 0.60 1.00 0.56 0.78 1.00 0.93 0.97
0.40 0.18 1.00 0.59 1.00 0.83 0.92 1.00 0.87 0.94

Table 2. Classification results: the AV OUTLIER problem
under the minimum risk strategy (column 2-4), the re-
lated AV BATCH problem under a majority decision ap-
proach (column 5-7), and under unmasking (column 8-
10).

The optimum bounds for the majority decision approach,
τ= andτ6=, are computed within a supervised learning stage,
using the same training set that had been used to learn the
one-class classifier for the AVOUTLIER problem.

4. Discussion

The improvements achieved by the meta analysis within
the post-processing stage are substantial (see Table 2). We
would like to point out that the approach of Koppel and
Schler unfolds its power especially if an impure document
is mistakenly classified as a document from a single author.
The case that|D1| is in the uncertainty domain happens in
3% of all AVBATCH instances, and in 30% of all impure
AV BATCH instances.

Finally, observe the following tradeoff: with increasing
θ the solution of AVOUTLIER becomes more difficult, but
the solution of AVBATCH becomes simpler. Rationale for
the former is that an increasingθ masks possible style de-
viations from a document’s averaged writing style model.
Rationale for the latter is the availability of more sample
texts to apply unmasking.
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